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[This Monday’s Archive 

was originally published on December 4, 2014.  Above, we’re running the same photo as that of theGet Whitey!
Article last week (12/13).  That’s because it so perfectly exemplifies the cause of the Get Whitey! problem: the 
people holding the two signs in front are white themselves!  They personify America’s greatest and most 
damaging racial problem: whites being racist towards themselves, what I call auto-racism.  And it’s worse now 
than it was 9 years ago.  Here’s the analysis and the cure.]

 

TTP, December 4, 2014

On November 18, a senior at Georgetown University in DC named Oliver Friedfeld wrote a letter published in 
the campus newspaper, The Hoya, headlined “I Was Mugged And I Understand Why.”

The kid blamed himself  for being robbed at gunpoint by two black muggers:

“Who am I to stand from my perch of privilege, surrounded by million-dollar homes and paying for 
a $60,000 education, to condemn these young men as ‘thugs?’ It’s precisely this kind of 
‘otherization’ that fuels the problem…If we ever want opportunistic crime to end, we should look at 
ourselves first… Until we do so, we should get comfortable with sporadic muggings and break-ins. 
I can hardly blame them.” 

 

He’s being such a living caricature of liberal candy-ass white guilt has caused a deluge of conservative media 
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contempt, from Breitbart to Rush to FoxNews’ Greg Gutfeld who belittled him as “a discredit to his race – the 
human one.”

Yet how different from Oliver the Pajama Boy is every talking head on TV News save for Fox?  Their latest 
frenzy is destroying the life of white girl Elizabeth Lauten for having the gall to diss the black Obama girls.

The “narrative” or meme of Racist America is all that counts for the white media-academia establishment.  
Everything must be twisted into it or ignored.

 

If Darren Wilson was black, no journalist would have paid the slightest attention to him pumping a bullet into 
the brain of a gigantic black thug in full charge to kill him.   If Zemir Begic had been black instead of white, and 
his murderers been white instead of black, there’s no way on earth journalists would ignore the story as they 
have.

For the media to pay attention to any tragedy – such as what befell Eric Garner – it must, must, have a theme of 
white racism behind it.

You can hardly blame blacks for being aggrieved when the white officer who took Garner down in a chokehold 
and held him there as he gasped, “I can’t breathe,” wasn’t charged at least for manslaughter or accidental 
homicide.

Watch the video, it’s heartbreaking.  The guy was being harassed for selling “loosies,” individual cigarettes 
which anti-tobacco fanatic Michael Bloomberg had made illegal.

 

When he protested the harassment, the cops could have issued him a citation like for jaywalking, but no, they 
had to take him down.  It’s their fault he died and they should have been held accountable.  But it’s pretty clear 
they in no way intentionally killed him, nor did they act out of racist motives.

Garner was engaged in that most heinous of acts in the eyes of police – contempt-of-cop – which enrages them 
more than child molestation.  If Garner were white the cops would have done the same.

What is clear is that the white media-academia establishment is determined to aggravate racial tension and 
hatred of blacks against whites in America – they wantviolence and riots and protests against whites.

 

Why?  It’s too facile to simply answer, “white guilt.”  For that begs the question, “What is the cause of white 
guilt?”  Why should whites feel guilty?  Guilty for what?

Slavery, for example?  That’s stupid.  That’s a form a primitive tribal collective guilt.  The first tribe I ever lived 
with, the Jivaro headhunters in the Amazon, thought that way.  If someone from an enemy clan killed one of 
their clansmen, they never bothered to target the individual killer in revenge – any member of the killer’s clan 
would do, old, young, man or woman.

An enormous fraction of whites in America are descended from European immigrants who came here after the 
Civil War.  Neither they nor their ancestors owned any slaves.  And so what if their ancestors did?  No 
American white alive today has ever owned a black slave.
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So STFU about slavery.  And if you want to complain about the Jim Crow South, go bug the Democrats who 
ran it.

Privilege?  That’s Marxist stupid.  In a genuinely free market economy, wealth is earned.  Who has “privilege” 
in our increasingly crony-collectivist economy is who gets the handouts, subsidies, protection from competition, 
and “affirmative action” benefits from government fascisti.  So STFU about privilege.

 

So, what is the cause of white guilt?  Racism.  Yes, white-guilt liberals are in fact racists – racist towards 
themselves.  I call this phenomenon Auto-Racism.

And what could possibly cause masochistic hatred of your own race, embodied by white liberal American writer 
Susan Sontag declaring: “The white race is the cancer of human history”?[1]

It is the fear of being envied.  Communists and Marxists of the hard left, no different from ordinary thieves and 
Inner City looters, are motivated by envy.  What motivates the soft left of liberals and Democrats is fear of their 
envious evil eyes.

 

Fear of the envy of others is one of mankind’s most deeply primal and pervasive terrors. Envy-avoidance is one 
of the most basic and primary motivators of human behavior.

It’s why village life in India and Egypt has not evolved much in thousands of years: the instant some villager 
tries to do better, so much envy is directed at him or her by other villagers that they quickly abandon the effort.

 

It’s the fear of being envied that makes people liberals in the first place.  Succumbing to the fear of being envied 
is, in fact, the defining characteristic of liberals – the necessary condition without which they wouldn’t be
liberals in the first place.

They have a compulsion to apologize for the achievements, success, and prosperity of white Western 
Civilization, at the pinnacle of which is America.

This is why liberals consistently engage in masochistic behavior and drown in “white guilt.”  The more one 
fears being envied, the more one is driven to masochistic self-humiliation in attempts at envy appeasement.

Thus we come to the real truth of about Racism in America today.  The #1 racial problem we have is obviously 
not white racism, racial bias towards blacks by whites, given whites’ continual triple-somersaulting backwards 
for blacks – epitomized by the election and reelection of Zero.

 

And it’s not black racism either, racial bias or hatred of blacks towards whites – that’s #2.

No, the most widespread and deeply damaging form of racism in America today is the racial bias and hatred of 
whites towards themselves – White Auto-Racism.

White Auto-Racism is the intractable racial problem in America.  It’s the main cause of our other major racial 
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problem, as it continually eggs on, appeases, and encourages anti-white black racism.

Without the auto-racism of the white liberal media-academic establishment, all this “hands up don’t shoot” 
idiocy would not be occurring, either on the St. Louis Rams’ playing field or the floor of Congress.  Much less 
would the violence and looting be tolerated.  Looters would simply be shot like they are in most civilized places.

It is, of course, white auto-racism that elected Zero, that tolerates his and his cronies’ bottomless criminality and 
corruption.

 

So — what do we do about it?

We cannot eradicate envy nor the fear of it – we can only stand up to it and reject it.  Envy is like voodoo – its 
only power is the fear of it.  If you laugh at some witch doctor who’s sticking pins in a doll of you, his power 
vanishes.

That’s what needs to be done to the White Liberal Auto-Racist Media-Academic Establishment – and to all the 
race-baiting Black Grievance Mongers trying to intimidate you into fear of their envy.  Laugh and tell them all 
to STFU.

And here is proof that it can be done.  I’d like you to go click once again on the pathetic “I Was Mugged And I 
Understand Why” letter.  Recall that this was in the campus newspaper, The Hoya, so all the comments are 
those of Pajama Boy Friedfeld’s fellow students except for a few alumni.

 

There are at present count 444 comments.  Scroll through a selection of them and you’re in for a surprise if you 
think Millennials at Georgetown have any sympathy for this schmuck.  Here’s one, addressed to Friedfeld:

“Please just send me your address to assist my need to equalize my personal situation with yours. 
After all Christmas is coming and I’m a bit low right now.”

 

When a liberal ditz named Rachel supports Friedfeld – “Great perspective on a complex issue. I wonder where 
opportunity exists for more dialogue and breaking down some of the othering (on both sides of inequality in the 
city),” blah, blah – the comments are not kind:

“Breathtaking fairydust from Rachel here.”

“But I think she got in every single buzzword from her Peace Studies 1 course that she took second 
semester freshman year.”

“Rachel – you and Oliver are clear examples of one of the reasons why America is on a downward 
trajectory. You both are totally pathetic with the white/class guilt nonsense that the left has pushed down 
American’s throats. No white can do or say anything without being labeled racist or white supremacist (see 
Guliani’s recent foray). It’s high time that there is a huge backlash against PC BS, Critical Race Theory, 
disparate impact, and microaggressions. Just tell these race baiting poverty pimps to eff off.”
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As I’ve been saying for some years now, Millennials are the hope of America.  Here’s some evidence.  You’ll 
enjoy it.  Auto-Racist America is rapidly reaching its sell-by date.  We’ll soon be waving it – and the Curse of 
Zero with it – goodbye in history’s rear-view mirror.

 

[1] .  The full quote, from Sontag’s 1967 article in Partisan Review:

“If America is the culmination of Western white civilization, as everyone from the Left to the Right declares, 
then there must be something terribly wrong with Western white civilization. This is a painful truth; few of us 
want to go that far. … The truth is that Mozart, Pascal, Boolean algebra, Shakespeare, parliamentary 
government, baroque churches, Newton, the emancipation of women, Kant, Marx, Balanchine ballets, et al., 
don’t redeem what this particular civilization has wrought upon the world. The white race is the cancer of 
human history; it is the white race and it alone-its ideologies and inventions-which eradicates autonomous 
civilizations wherever it spreads, which has upset the ecological balance of the planet, which now threatens the 
very existence of life itself.”
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